Expand Your Perspectives

Read Africa

CENTER FOR AFRICAN STUDIES
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Africa Access
Read Africa Challenge

HOW TO PARTICIPATE:
1. Read one or more books from a Read Africa list africaaccessreview.org/read-africa.
2. Comment about the book at AfricaAccessReview.org
   (Adults can add comments for children.)

CHALLENGE OPTIONS:
• Make a video review of a Read Africa book
• Make a poster advertising a Read Africa book
• Draw a caricature or portrait of a Read Africa book character
• Write a letter to a Read Africa author or illustrator
• Create a fan fiction tale of a Read Africa book
• Request a visit from a Read Africa Teaching Artist.

Email your creation to AfricaAccess@aol.com.
Questions? Contact Outreach at the Center for African Studies, Howard University at (202) 250 - 7315.

africaaccessreview.org/read-africa
Meet our Authors & Readers
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